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ABSTRACT
Critical reviews of grade control generally focus on blast hole sampling and the estimation of ore
control block model (OCM) grades with little or no attention given to dig line design. The
estimation of block grades is deemed important as estimation errors lead to the misclassification
of ore types and subsequent dollar loss. However, underestimation of block grades may be more
or less costly than overestimation. Recognition of this problem led others to the application of
loss functions for the assignment of ore type to individual OCM blocks. The method is known as
MPS or maximum profit selection. However, each OCM block may be misclassified a second
time by dig line design. Although each block may initially be assigned an optimum ore type,
OCM blocks are seldom minable by ore type as individual blocks. A very common solution is
the design of minable dig lines loosely constrained by a minimum mining width. These dig lines
are often designed manually or by variations of computer generated contour lines and typically
incur excessive dollar loss. This paper provides a method for constrained optimum dig line
design where dig line misclassifications are also evaluated through loss functions or MPS.
Constrained optimum dig line designs minimize the dollars lost by dig line misclassifications and
are constrained by a minimum mining width. A case study is provided illustrating constrained
optimum dig line design and subsequent benefits.
INTRODUCTION
Open pit grade control generally entails the sampling and assaying of blast hole cuttings
followed by the estimation of ore control block model (OCM) grades. The estimated OCM block
grades are then used in turn to design surface polygons or dig lines that outline and separate
various ore types and waste material for the purposes of mining. Unfortunately, the estimation of
block grades and the design of dig lines often results in the misclassification of ore types. For
example:



True block grades are not known and must therefore, be estimated. If the classification of
ore type based on the true but unknown block grade is different from the ore type based
on the estimated block grade, then the ore type of the block is misclassified.
The locations of the true ore type contacts are not known and therefore their locations
must also be estimated. Dig lines must be designed so that the contained ore type can
actually be mined as designed by project mining equipment. If the dig line classification
of ore type is different from the ore type classification based on block grade, then the
block is misclassified. For example, a dig line containing a majority of blocks classified
by grade as mill ore may include a small proportion of blocks classified by grade as
waste. The waste blocks are misclassified by the dig line and as a result, will be sent to
the mill.
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Misclassification erro
ors reduce reevenue. They
y do not canncel one anotther. They siimply
accumulaate. Interestiingly, the miisclassificatio
on of OCM blocks resullting from thhe estimationn of
block graades has receeived consid
derable attenttion. For exaample, severral authors hhave shown tthat
the classiification of ore
o types bassed on the beest1 estimatees are sub-opptimal (Schoofield, 1997;
Srivastav
va, 1987; Deeutsch, Magrri, and Norreena, 2000). T
The followinng example iillustrates thhis
apparent paradox:





Consider
C
a tru
uck that has just been loaaded with m
muck pile maaterial and thhe mill and w
waste
du
ump are the only two po
ossible destin
nations.
Iff the truck iss sent to the mill,
m and thee true grade oof the trucklload is below
w the waste/m
mill
cu
utoff grade, a relatively small dollar loss will occcur because although thhe truckload is
waste,
w
it doess contain som
me metal thaat will be reccovered whicch will offseet processingg
co
osts.
Iff the truck iss sent to the dump,
d
but th
he true gradee of the truckkload is greaater than the
waste/mill
w
cu
utoff grade, th
he full poten
ntial dollar vvalue of the ttruck load off ore is lost –
nothing is reccovered.

In other words,
w
the lo
oss resulting
g from an und
derestimatioon of grade aand misclassification of oore
type may
y be greater than
t
the losss resulting from an overeestimation off grade and tthe ensuing
misclassiification of ore
o type. Sriivastava (1987) points ouut that minim
mum error vvariance
estimatess1 such as krriged estimattes may not be
b the best ffor grade conntrol becausee minimum eerror
variance estimates arre calculated
d by assumin
ng the loss reesulting from
m over and uunderestimatiion is
symmetrical. But, ass the examplle above illustrates, the llosses due too underestim
mation may be far
greater th
han those du
ue to overestiimation.
One solu
ution to the problem
p
of assymmetric lo
osses consists of assigniing loss funcctions to
estimatio
on errors. Eq
quation 1 and
d Figure 1 prrovide an exxample of an asymmetricc loss functioon
where thee loss due to
o underestim
mation is greaater than the loss due to ooverestimatiion.

 c1 * Z  Z

L( Z , Z)  
c2 * Z  Z

Z  Z
Z  Z

(1)

he true and estimated
e
graades, L(.) is the loss funnction, c1 andd c2 are
where Z are Z are th
constantss. The estim
mation error e is calculatted as e  Z  Z .

1

Geostatisstical estimatorrs that minimize the variance of the distribut
ution of estimattion errors are ooften referred tto as
B.L.U.E esstimators or beest linear unbia
ased estimatorss.
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Figure 1: An example of an asymmetric linear loss function where c1  198 and c2  66 .

The estimate minimizing the expected loss for linear loss functions is the quantile of Z that
corresponds to the ratio c1  c1  c2  . For the example in Figure 1 the estimate that minimizes the
expected loss is the 0.75 quantile of the probability distribution of Z . The probability
distribution of Z can be obtained by conditional simulation methods (Davis, 1987; Deutsch,
Magri, and Norrena, 2000; Isaaks, 1990). In all likelihood, the 0.75 quantile of the distribution of
 is greater than the mean. This would tend to increase the number of blocks classified above
Z
cutoff grade which would in turn increase the profit given that underestimation is costlier than
overestimation. If this seems counter intuitive, consider a block whose kriged estimate is slightly
less than the waste/ore cutoff grade. The kriged estimate would classify the block as waste,
however, the 0.75 quantile of the probability distribution of Z may be above the cutoff grade,
which would render the block as ore and reduce the dollar loss.
The ore type classification of OCM block grades by using loss functions of the block grades
rather than by the block grades themselves is sometimes called MPS or maximum profit
selection. Misclassification errors made by assigning an ore type to a block based on either the
block grade or loss functions of the block grade are referred to as grade misclassifications.
The efficacy of MPS is frequently demonstrated by calculations based on “free selection”
(Schofield, 1997; Deutsch, Magri, and Norrena, 2000; Dagdelen and Coskun, 1999). Free
selection presupposes that each OCM block is equivalent to a selective mining unit (SMU) and
each SMU can be mined and sent to the correct destination according to its classified ore type. In
other words, none of the SMU will be misclassified or sent to the wrong destination at the time
of mining. This presumption is not true in practice. The spatial configurations of SMU blocks
with the same ore type are often very complex, rendering the mining of an individual SMU
impractical. Moreover, many OCM models consist of blocks much smaller than an individual
SMU.
A practical method for the layout of minable ore types is the design of dig lines constrained by a
minimum mining width (MMW). In fact, most open pit mining operations have a designated ore
control engineer or geologist who is tasked with the design of dig lines for each blast.
However, the design of dig lines is typically charged with additional misclassification errors.
Figure 2 shows an example of an ore control block model overlain with dig lines. The various
ore types are symbolized by different shades of grey. The two arrows illustrate the MMW.
Admittedly, the blocks are smaller than the MMW or SMU, however, the misclassification of
many OCM blocks by dig line design is obvious. These misclassification errors are referred to as
dig line misclassification errors as opposed to grade misclassification errors.
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Figure 2: An
A example off an ore controll block model. The white linees represent digg lines constraained by a miniimum
mining wid
dth (MMW). The
T various shaades of grey ind
dicate very higgh grade (VHG
G), high grade ((HG), medium grade
(MG, and low
l grade (LG
G) ore types.

Experien
nce suggests that the reveenue lost by dig line missclassificatioon errors is fa
far greater thhan
that lost through
t
grad
de estimation
n errors. Firsst, there is coonsiderable uuncertainty associated w
with
the actuaal location off the ore/wasste contacts. Second, thiss uncertaintyy is compounnded by the
impositio
on of a MMW
W constraintt on the dig line
l design. Thus, a signnificant numbber of OCM
M
blocks may
m be misclaassified by dig
d line desig
gn.
A recent literature seearch on dig line design fails
f
to identtify references that descrribe methodss for
ned by a MM
MW. Referennces are founnd for dig linne design, buut
open pit dig line desiign constrain
nstraint (Norrrena and Deeutsch, 2002;; Srivastava,, Hartzell annd Davis, 19992).
without a MMW con
Rendu, (1982) discussses the appllication of MMWs
M
to thee mining of vveins, but thhe discussionn
pertains to
t undergrou
und mining methods
m
and
d does not deescribe an algorithm for open pit
constrain
ned dig line design.
d
OPTIMU
UM DIG LIINE DESIG
GN
Isaaks & Co. develop
ped an algorithm and com
mputer proggram (Diggerr) for the dessign of dig lines
constrain
ned by a MM
MW. The algorithm is rev
venue basedd and minimiizes dollars llost due to dig
line miscclassification
ns through lo
oss functionss. The generaal problem iis illustrated by Figure 3.

Figure 3: This
T figure illu
ustrates the min
nimum mining width problem
m. All five bloccks will be minned together annd sent
to either th
he waste dump,, the leach pad,, or the mill. Th
he correct desttination is the oone that minim
mizes the dollarrs lost
due to the misclassificatio
m
on of ore typess, thereby maxiimizing net revvenue.

The Digg
ger algorithm
m resolves th
he “correct destination”
d
pproblem by application oof loss functtions
to the blo
ocks within the
t MMW. For examplee, the potenttial revenue oof each OCM
M block is
calculated for each ore type using
g equation (2
2). Loss funnctions can tthen be evaluuated for eacch
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block and for each possible destination. The correct destination is the one where the combined
dollar loss of all 5 blocks is minimum.

Pi  $ * Z * Ri  Bi , i  1, n ore types

(2)

where







P = net revenue in dollars
$ = metal price
Z = block grade
R = metallurgical recovery rate
B = break even cost in dollars
Zc = cutoff grade

Cutoff grades are almost always pre-defined by mining personnel, so the calculation of
corresponding break even costs can be calculated using Equations (3). Note that each ore type is
featured by a unique recovery function, Ri , i  1, n ore types.

B1
Bi 1

 $ * Zc1 * R1
 $ * ( Zci 1 * Ri 1  Zci 1 * Ri  Bi ) i  1, n ore types

(3)

An example of the loss functions employed by Digger is shown in Figure 4. The hat on the
symbols M, S, and W indicate mill, stockpile, and waste ore types that are assigned to a block by
the encompassing dig line while M, S, and W without hats symbolize the ore types assigned to
the block by the OCM block grade. The symbols within the table cells are the calculated dollars
lost (using equation 2) as a result of dig line misclassifications. For example, the table cell
containing PM conveys an OCM block that is waste (W) by its block grade, but the block is
 ) where it will be mined as mill ore and sent to the mill. The symbol
within a mill dig line ( M
PM is the dollar loss which is calculated using mill recoveries and break even costs. Because the

block is waste grade, it contains insufficient metal to pay for the mill processing costs and will be
processed at a dollar loss.

M

PM

PM  PS

0

S
W

PS
0

0
PS

PS  PM
PM


W

S


M

Figure 4: This figure tabulates the loss functions for 3 ore types, waste (W), stockpile material (S), and mill
material (M). The symbols in the table cells are the calculated dollars lost (using equation 2) as a result of dig line
misclassifications. See text for additional definitions.
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The application of loss functions to groups of OCM blocks defined by a MMW is the key to
Digger. Digger initially defines a mosaic of SMU type dig lines. Based on simulated annealing,
Digger repeatedly iterates through the OCM testing the existing dig line locations. If a new dig
line location can be found that reduces loss and does not violate the MMW, then the dig line is
re-located to the new location. Digger continues iterating through the OCM until either no new
dig line locations can be found or until a pre-defined number of iterations is reached.
CASE STUDY
The efficacy of constrained optimum dig line design is easily evaluated by comparing potential
Digger revenues to those generated by other methods given an identical OCM. A simple
summation of the ore type tonnes and grade generated by each set of dig lines is all that is
needed. Differences between tonnes, grade, and revenue can only be due to differences between
dig line designs.
In addition to providing an example comparing manually designed dig lines to optimum
computer dig line designs, the case study also provides examples that focus on the impact of
varying the MMW. Generally, once the MMW is defined it is seldom altered by grade control
operations. Thus, the benefit of evaluating potential recoverable tonnes and grade by ore type as
a function of MMW is typically not known. The MMW examples clearly illustrate the benefits of
being able to rapidly evaluate potential dig line recoveries for various MMWs.
Although this study does not account for the uncertainty associated with the estimation of block
grades, any accounting such as MPS would likely have very little impact on dig line
misclassifications. Increases in net revenue as a consequence of assigning initial ore types to the
OCM blocks by MPS would simply be in addition to revenue increases as a consequence of
optimum dig line design.
The examples provided are based on actual mine data. However all grades, costs, and recoveries
have been altered to preserve confidentiality. The case study considers data from a small open pit
gold mine where oxide, transition and sulfide ore types exist. Ore type destinations are waste,
leach pad, and mill.
Case study data
The OCM under study consists of 4,183 blocks, each measuring 2 m x 2 m x bench height. The
OCM blocks are classified into 4 ore types plus some minor waste based on the oxide, transition,
and sulfide classification rules described below.
Ore types






Sulfide mill (SuM)
Transition mill (TrM)
Oxide mill
(OxM)
Oxide leach (OxL)
Waste
(W)

Processing costs



Sulfide mill
$ 30.00/tonne
Transition mill $ 15.10/tonne
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Oxide mill
Oxide leach

$ 14.95/tonne
$ 3.15/tonne

Metal prices




Au $1500.00/oz
Ag $30.00/oz
Cu $3.00/lb

Metal recovery
The metal recovery functions are complex non-linear functions of ore type and metal grades.
Oxide, transition, sulfide classification rules
If soluble copper > 1500 ppm or sulfide sulfur > 10% then
ore type = sulfide
else if soluble copper > 250 ppm then
ore type = transition
else if sulfide sulfur < 1.5% then
ore type = oxide
else if ratio of soluble gold to total gold < 0.6
ore type = transition
else
ore type = oxide
Computer program input (OCM block grades)






Total Au grade
Soluble Au grade
Ag grade
Soluble copper grade
Sulfide sulfur grade

Computer program output




Dig line tonnes and grade by ore type.
Dig line revenue by ore type as a function of recoverable Au, Cu, and Ag.
Dig line polygons

Manually designed dig lines versus Digger
This section compares dig line recoveries from a set of manually designed dig lines to those from
a set of optimum dig lines designed by Digger. The manually designed dig lines by the company
geologists were not available for this study, so we challenged an outside Ph.D. geologist with the
task of constructing dig lines that minimize the misclassification of the OCM blocks while
maintaining a MMW of 12 m or 6 blocks. The manual dig lines are shown in Figure 5 on the left.
The Digger dig lines are shown by the map on the right side of Figure 5. Although the minimum
mining width is 12 m or 6 blocks for both sets of dig lines, the white X’s drawn on the manual
set of dig lines indicate MMW violations. The tiny squares in each map represent the original ore
control block model. Ore types are identified by the grey scale. The labels in the maps indicate
the dig line ore type.
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Figure 5: This
T figure com
mpares a set off manually desiigned dig liness (on the left) too a set of compputer generatedd
optimal dig
g lines (on the right). The greey scale indicattes the initial oore type by blocck grade; blackk is SuM ; darkk grey
is TrM; meedium grey is OxM;
O
light greey is OxL; and white is wastee. The labels onn the maps indiicate the dig linne ore
type.

The relattive dig line tonnages, Au
A and Ag ou
unces, and doollar revenuees by ore typpe are given in
Table 1. All of the en
ntries in Table 1 are perccentages of tthe manual ddig line quanntities. For
v
of the material
m
withhin the optim
mum dig linees is 102.8%
% of
example,, the total in situ dollar value
the in situ
u value of material
m
withiin the manuaal dig lines. In other worrds, the optim
mum dig linnes
potentially provide a 2.8% increaase in net rev
venue over tthe manual sset of dig linees. Althoughh the
recoverab
ble ounces of
o Au and Ag
g compare very closely, the manual dig lines conntain
approxim
mately 116%
% more SuM ore tonnage than the opttimum dig liines. Note thhat the proceessing
costs of SuM
S
ore are approximattely double th
he cost of m
milling eitherr TrM or OxM
M. Thus, thee
misclassiification of material
m
with
hin the SuM dig lines is very costly aand is likelyy the major
contributtor to the maanual dig linee dollar loss. This exampple clearly illlustrates thee value of loss
functionss or MPS.
Ta
able 1: Compaarative Dig Linne Statistics.
Tablee entries are % of manual dig line quantitiess.
Au
Ag
Revenue
Ore Type
Tonnes
(wt % of
(wt %
(% of
(% of manual)
manual)
of manual)
manual )
OxL
85.4
83.3
78.8
88.9
OxM
111.3
114.9
108.6
100.0
TrM
110.5
103.0
109.1
108.5
SuM
87.2
84.5
84.5
98.1
Total
99.2
100.5
100.8
102.8

The 2.8%
% increase in
n net revenuee provided by the optimuum computeer dig lines oover manual
designs is typical of what
w has gen
nerally been
n observed att other miness. Increases in net revenuue
generally
y range betw
ween 2% to 5%.
Minimum
m mining width
w
examp
ples
This secttion comparees dig line reecoveries forr 4 different MMWs, nam
mely 10 m, 12 m, 15 m, and
18 m. All dig lines were
w generateed by Diggerr and the em
mployment off loss functioons. In otherr
words, th
he dig lines are
a physicallly located by
y minimizingg the dollar lloss due to thhe
misclassiification by dig
d lines con
nstrained by a minimum mining widdth.
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The 4 setts of dig linees are shown
n in Figure 6. Dig line miisclassificatiions are cleaarly visible inn
each map
p. For examp
ple, near the center of the MMW-12 map, a num
mber of wastee blocks (whhite)
are locateed within a SuM
S
dig linee, e.g., these are waste bllocks that w
will be sent too the SuM
process.

Figure 6: This
T figure sho
ows 4 sets of dig lines constraained by 10 m,, 12 m, 15 m, aand 18 m MMW
Ws. The grey sscale
and labels indicate the orre types as expllained in Figurre 5. Although the 10 m MMW
W appears to bbe more selectiive,
with less dilution
d
and oree loss, the relative simplicity of
o the 18 m MM
MW likely redduces dilution aand ore loss ass a
result of diigging error at the time of min
ning.

Summarry statistics by MMW
The dig lines
l
shown in Figure 6 are
a very efficient. For exxample, the ddollars lost ddue to dig linne
misclassiification are computed by
b comparing
g the total O
OCM revenuee before dig line design tto
the total revenue
r
afteer dig line deesign. For ex
xample:
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MW10 dig line loss = 1.36% of total OCM revenue;
MW12 dig line loss = 1.99% of total OCM revenue;
MW15 dig line loss = 2.56% of total OCM revenue; and
MW18 dig line loss = 2.12% of total OCM revenue.

Table 2 is interesting because it shows that the total revenues attributable to each MMW
compare very closely in spite of the increasing quantities of metal lost with larger MMWs.
Although more ounces of Au and Ag are lost with larger MMWs, the recoverable metal grades
are almost equivalent across all four MMWs. This is evident because revenue and tonnes are
nearly equivalent across the four MMWs.

MMW
10 m
12 m
15 m
18 m

Table 2: MMW Statistics
Table entries are % of OCM quantities (no dig lines).
∑Rev
∑Tonnes
Au Loss Ag Loss
(% of OCM)
(% of OCM)
(wt%)
(wt%)
98.6
97.7
1.59
2.69
98.0
98.1
1.68
3.94
97.4
99.4
2.54
7.05
97.9
99.5
2.02
4.71

MMW summary statistics by ore type
A comparison of the dig line dollar revenues, tonnes, Au ounces, and Ag ounces by ore type is
provided by Figure 7. A noteworthy observation in Figure 7 is that maximum recoverable
quantities for each ore type2 are delivered by different MMWs. For example, suppose a monthly
mine plan calls for the maximum production of TrM tonnes. From Figure 7, it can be seen that
the 18 m MMW is the best option. Alternatively, if the mine plan calls for the maximum
production of OxL tonnes, then a 10 m MMW is the best option. The MMW corresponding to
the maximum recoverable quantity of metal also varies with ore type. For example, if the
monthly mine plan calls for the maximum production of OxM ounces of Au, then the 12 m
MMW is the best option. Alternatively, if the mine plan calls for the maximum production of
SuM ounces of Au, then a 10 m MMW is the best option, and finally, a 15 MMW is the best
option for maximizing the production of TrM ounces of Au.

2

In Figure 7, the total quantity of metal recovered across all ore types including waste is
identical for each MMW. Thus, the comparisons of MMW percentages within an ore type are
relative to one another.
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Figure 7: A comparison of recoverablee quantities attrributable to eacch MMW by oore type. All coomparisons are given
as the perccent of total. Fo
or example, thee total potentiallly recoverablee ounces Au asssociated with tthe 10 m MMW
W is
4.4% + 27..4% + 22.7% +45.3%
+
+ 0.2%
% = 100%.

Evidently
y, the compllexity of the in situ ore ty
ype contact bboundaries iinfluences thhe efficiencyy of
dig line design.
d
Extreemely compllex spatial co
onfigurationns of ore typee boundariess increase thhe
number of
o dig line misclassificat
m
tions. Conseq
quently, the benefit of optimum dig line design will
increase. On the otheer hand, in deposits
d
wheere the in situu ore types aare relativelyy continuouss with
reasonably well defin
ned contacts, the problem
m of dig linee misclassificcation shoulld be minimaal. At
this pointt, an obviouss question might
m
be, “W
What about bllast movemeent”? Good qquestion, butt that
is a topicc for another paper.
CONCL
LUSIONS
Computeer design of optimum
o
dig
g lines constrained by a M
MMW is a nnew and relaatively unknoown
tool availlable to the mining
m
industry. As a co
onsequence, the benefits of constrainned optimum
m dig
line desig
gn are largelly unrealized
d. Constraineed optimum dig line design is a low risk – high
return inv
vestment witth huge poteential gains:




Optimum
O
dig
g line design maximizes net
n revenue.. Material seent to the wroong destinattion
iss costly. At $1500US/oz
$
, the dollars lost by sendding a singlee 600 tonne O
OCM block of
gold averagin
ng 0.5 g/t to the
t dump ex
xceeds $14,0000.00. Oveer the course of a year, suubptimal dig liine designs can
c cost hundreds of thouusands of doollars. Thesee losses can
op
eaasily be avoiided by usin
ng optimized
d computer ddesigned dig lines. No addditional
eq
quipment, peersonnel, or samples aree required.
Computer
C
dig
g line design
n enables onee to quickly evaluate diff
fferent dig linne designs. T
The
benefits of different MMW
Ws or cutofff grades can be evaluatedd in a few m
minutes enablling
11





the selection of a dig line set that best satisfies current short term mine plan targets or
changes in the local patterns of mineral continuity as mining progresses through the
deposit. This is not possible with manually designed dig lines. The numerous calculations
required within a few seconds are too many for the human brain.
Computer dig line design enables rectangular MMWs. For example, the MMW in the
direction of shovel travel may be wider or narrower than the MMW in the perpendicular
direction. Rectangular dig lines may reduce loss where the patterns of mineralization
form narrow bands or veins with a reasonably consistent strike and dip. Dig lines are
easily designed in directions parallel to the strike of a vein system or a contact trace by an
internal rotation of the OCM before dig line design.
Computer dig line design can be applied to resource/reserve risk assessment. For
example, the uncertainty associated with the predictions of an annual production schedule
is often studied by calculating the in situ recoverable tonnes and grade from multiple
conditional simulations of drill hole data across the deposit. But these calculations are
typically based on free selection which is unrealistic. Computer generated optimum dig
lines permit realistic simulated recoveries of tonnes and grade for different MMWs which
not only provide the means to explore various mining options, but also increase the
accuracy of the study.

FUTURE WORK
Currently, Digger works with the OCM block grades as they are provided, no matter which block
grade estimator is used. However, work is underway with the full implementation of MPS. Given
this option, Digger will simulate a block probability distribution for each OCM block based on
the LU decomposition of the covariance matrix (Davis, 1987). This will enable Digger to assign
initial MPS ore types to each block which will subsequently be used for optimum dig line design.
The combination of MPS applied to block grades and dig line design will further increase the
value of recoverable ore at the time of mining.
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